Characters, Languages & Art Design

Open: February 5th – March 8th
Reception: 5:30 pm, Thursday, February 5th
Address: Founder Hall, 3351 North Fairfax Drive, Arlington, VA 22201

Denise Stahl,
Wood (木 mu),
11"*17 ",
Screen print

Janice Sweeney,
Fly (飞 fei),
11"*17 ",
Screen print

Nahid Navab,
Farewell (再见 zai jian),
11"*17 ",
Screen print, ink paper
Priscilla Young
Beetle (䗢 jie),
11"*17 ",
Wood block print 2-color

Sarah Zuckerman,
Dragon Fly
（蜻蜓 qing ting ）,
11"*17 ",
Screen print

Steve Skowron,
Chicken （鸡 ji）,
11"*17 ",
Rice paper

Qi Ji,
Spring （春 chun）,
38*38cm,
Paper
Qi Ji,
Winter (冬 dong),
46.5*50cm,
Paper

Wang Dongjun,
Tai Chi (太极 tai ji),
37*39cm,
Paper

Wang Dongjun,
The Bronze Age (青銅時代 qing tong shi dai),
52*36.5cm,
Paper

Wang Jingwei,
Lightness (烎 yin),
52*49cm,
Paper
Wang Jingwei,
Confucianism (儒 ru),
43.5*36.7cm,
Paper

Yang Fei,
Rain (雨 yu),
65.8*46.2cm,
Rice paper

Yang Fei,
Peaceful (幽 you),
38*38cm,
Rice paper

Zhai Dongwei,
Born (生 sheng),
Zhai Dongwei,
Door (門 men)

Fish (魚 yu)

Sun (日 ri)

Painting (画 hua)